Adopt-a-Float Newsletter

Welcome to the Adopt-a-Float program! We are looking forward to having you join us as we watch the floats on their journey through the ocean.

Date: May 25, 2022

Number of Floats Deployed: 12

Float of the Month!
Four additional floats deployed for SOCCOM on the RV Agulhas II joining the Pacific Tiger launched earlier. GO-BGC floats are still be deployed on the PO2 expedition - so follow along even if your float isn’t onboard - https://www.go-bgc.org/expedition-logs/north-pacific-2022

The amazing artist Cristina Russo decorating SOCCOM floats- the amazing artist Cristina Russo and the winning entry for the 2022 sticker competition.

Update
The competition for the 2022-2023 sticker has ended and an entry from Stone Valley Middle school was selected (https://www.go-bgc.org/news/adopt-a-float-sticker-contest). Floats are still being deployed in June but I’ll be on vacation June 8-25 but I’ll catch up on emails when I return and send out the June newsletter. We are posting additional photos on the flickr pages so check them out. Have a great summer.

Find your float information here: http://go-bgc.ucsd.edu/GOBGC_Adopt-a-Float.html or http://soccom.ucsd.edu/SOCCOM_Adopt-a-Float.html
Find resources here: https://www.go-bgc.org/outreach/lesson-plans-activities
Follow our Flickr page: https://www.flickr.com/photos/go-bgc/ for GO-BGC floats or https://www.flickr.com/photos/139764369@N07/ for SOCCOM floats

e-mail: info@go-bgc.org